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PARABOLIC B.M.O. AND HARNACK'S INEQUALITY

EUGENE B. FABES1 AND NICOLA GAROFALO2

Abstract. We present a simplified proof of Moser's parabolic version of the lemma

of John and Nirenberg. This lemma is used to prove Harnack's inequality for

parabolic equations.

Introduction. In 1964 J. Moser published a proof of a Harnack inequality for

nonnegative solutions of a second order parabolic equation in divergence form [M2].

The ideas there followed those Moser used in his earlier work on Harnack's

inequality in the elliptic case [M,|. The most difficult aspect of his proof was the

adaptation to the parabolic case of the well-known lemma of F. John and L.

Nirenberg [JN], which concerns the exponential decay of the distribution function of

a function with bounded mean oscillation. Specifically, they proved that if / is

defined on a cube C0 in R" and, for each subcube C of C0, there exists a constant ac

for which

77^7 /   \f{x) - ac\dx < A        (\C\ = Lebesgue measure of C)
|(-1 Jc

with A independent of C, then

{xgC0: \f(x) - acj> a)

where b and B are constants depending only on dimension.

The difficulty in adapting the above result to the parabolic case is the special role

played by the time variable. In fact, Harnack's inequality for a nonnegative solution

of a parabolic equation is a control or bound of the value of such a function at a

given time in terms of its value at a later time. This necessary time lag had to be

reflected in a new John-Nirenberg lemma which Moser did formulate in [M2], but

the proof of which was difficult to follow. Moser himself published another proof of

Harnack's inequality for the parabolic case in 1971 [M2] with the expressed purpose

of avoiding the version of the John-Nirenberg lemma he had previously formulated.

The purpose of this note is to return to Moser's original method for establishing

Harnack's inequality in the parabolic setting and to present a simplified proof of the

parabolic John-Nirenberg lemma (called Main Lemma in [M2]). Our simplification
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is based on A. P. Calderón's proof of the original John-Nirenberg lemma [N]. We

mention that in the elliptic case results related to ours are contained in a paper by R.

Hanks [H].

In what follows, x and y denote points in R", while í and t stand for real numbers.

We set

U= {(x,0:W<l,i-l,...,»,íí|<l},

U+= {(x, t) e U: 0 < t < 1},    £/"= {(x, t) s U: -1 < t < 0},

V+= {(x,t) e(/:l/2<;< 1},    V- {(x,t) e£/:-l<« -1/2}.

A parabolic rectangle C of R" + l is the image of U through a transformation of the

form

tt(x, t) = »/*#>(*. t) m (jc0 + ax, t0 +(ya)2t).

Here x0 g R", t0 g R, a > 0, and y > 0 are fixed. C+, C, D+ and ZT will

represent those subrectangles of C which are the images through m of U+, U ~, V+,

and V~, respectively. Note that C+, C~, D+ and D~ are themselves parabolic

subrectangles of R" + l. Constants which depend only on a and y will be called

dimensional constants. Finally, for our results we must restrict the family of

parabolic rectangles to those corresponding to a y > y0 > 0 with y0 fixed. (2-100 will

do.)

Parabolic B.M.O. with a time lag. Our starting point will be Moser's result

concerning the logarithm of a positive solution u(x, t) to the equation

du,      ,       ^     9  /      ,      , 3h,      n\

/,y = 1        ' \ V /

where the matrix A(x, t) = (aiÁx, t)) is bounded and positive definite uniformly in

the variables (x, t). Moser's result, which is derived from the equation, can be stated

as follows [M2, pp. 119-124]: "Given/ = log(l/w) there exist a number A > 0 and,

for each parabolic subrectangle C of U, a number ac such that

— f    \J(f(x,t) -ac)+ dxdt^A,
■   \Jc+

0) *
— /   ]¡(ac-f(x,t))*dxdt<A,"
|c | no-

where a+ denotes the positive part of a.

Our aim is to prove

Theorem 1 (Parabolic John and Nirenberg). If f satisfies condition (I) for each

parabolic subrectangle C of a fixed one C0, then there exist two dimensional constants B

and b such that for every a > 0,

\{(x, t) G D¿: {f(x, t) - acy> «}|< Be-»°"\D0+\,

\{(x,t)^D^.(aCo-f(x,t)) + >a}\^Be-h^\D0'\.
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We begin the proof of Theorem 1 by first proving a weaker exponential decay,

namely

Theorem 2. Assume f satisfies condition (I) for each parabolic subrectangle C of a

fixed one C0. Then there exist two positive dimensional constants B and b such that for

every a > 0,

\{(x,t)<ED¿:(f(x,t)-acy>a}\<zBe-h^'/2\D0+l

\{(x,t)^D0:{aCo-f(x,t)) + >a}\^Be-l'^AnDo\-

Proof. By translation we may assume the origin is the center of C0. Note that it is

sufficient to prove only the first of the two inequalities in (3), since the second is a

consequence of the first applied to the function -f(x, -t). Finally, without loss of

generality, we may assume A = 1 and ac = 0. We then want to show

(4) |{U0eD0+:/(x,r) + >«}|<^-W>o+|

for suitable dimensional constants B and b.

Selection process. We parabolically subdivide Z>0+ into 4" + 2 congruent parabolic

subrectangles by dividing each spatial side of Z)0+ into four equal parts and the time

interval in sixteen equal parts. For each such subrectangle Dx we associate the

corresponding rectangle Cx, and we set aside (or select) Dx if a < a J . If a¿ < a we

subdivide Dx in the same manner as above and set aside those parabolic subrectan-

gles D2 for which a < a ¡~. We continue this process and collect those rectangles

{D^(a)}, v = 1,2,..., which have been set aside.

Set D(a) = \JvD + (a). We will show

(5) \D(a)\<Be-"-l/1\D¿\

for suitable B and b depending only on dimension. This implies estimate (4), since

we

Claim. For almost every (jc, t) g D0+ \ D(a),

<Jf(x,t) + < 1 + v£.

In fact, if (x, t) g D¿ \ D(a), then there exists a sequence of parabolic rectangles

D+ such that (x, t) G Df, ac < a, and \D)+\ -» 0. Hence,

(Remember A = I.) For almost every (x, t) g Z)0+ \ D(a),

IS I Jc;

(See [JMZ].) This proves our Claim. To prove estimate (5) for D(a) it is sufficient to
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prove that if ß1/2 > a1/2 + 1 then

(6) \D(ß)\^{C/(ß^2-a^2-l))\D(a)\,

with C depending only on the dimension. In fact, if (6) holds then the function

g(a) = |D(a2)| satisfies g(ß) < (C/(ß - a - l))g(a), provided ß > a + 1. Hence,

if L = 2C + 1 then g(a + L) < \g(a) for a > 0, so

\D(a2)\=\g(a)\ < Behag(l) < Be~ha\D0+\.

Our final aim is to prove (6). We return momentarily to the family D(a).

For each Df(a) there is the corresponding C~(a). While the family {D„+(a)}

obviously does not overlap, the family (C~(a)} certainly may. For technical reasons,

which will soon be clear, we have to select a "maximal" nonoverlapping subfamily

of [C~(a)}, and we do this in the following manner. At the first step of the selection

process, pick a nonoverlapping subfamily [Cx(a)} of the finite family (C{(a)}, with

the property that each C{(a) overlaps with some Cx(a). At the second step of the

selection process, pick a nonoverlapping subfamily {C2(a)} of the finite family

{C2(a)}, whose members do not overlap with any Cx(a) and for which each C2(a)

overlaps with some Cx(cx) or C2(a). In general, at the »>th step of the selection

process we pick a nonoverlapping subfamily {C~(a)} of the finite family {C~(a)},

whose members do not overlap with any previous Cx(a), X < v, and for which any

C„ (a) overlaps with some Cx(a), X ^ v.

Now pick 0<a<ß and let {D„+(a)} and {Z)„+(/3)} denote the parabolic

rectangles chosen in the selection process for the numbers a and ß, respectively.

{C~(ß)} denotes the "maximal" subfamily of {Cp(ß)} described above. Recall,

D(ß) = U,ZV(/3) and D(a) = U„/V(a).

10(0)1 = L|W)| = e( E \o;(ß)

where /„ = {tj: C~(ß) overlaps C~(ß) and does not overlap any CUß) for X < ¡x,

i.e., does not overlap any Q(/3) chosen prior to the selection step when C^(ß) was

taken}. For tj g I the length of the sides of C~(ß) is less than or equal to the length

of the corresponding sides of C~(/3). Hence there exists a dimensional constant jV

such that D + (ß)a NC^(ß) for each r¡ g lp, where NCZfß) is obtained from C"(/5)

by expanding each side, symetrically about the center, to a length of N times the

original length. Therefore, U„e/ D + (ß) c NC^ß), so

E \K(ß)\ =n
U.

U o;(ß) <CC-(ß)\

We conclude that \D(ß)\ < CEJC:(/5)|.

Remember that each Cß(ß) is associated with a D^(ß) chosen in the selection

process. It is clear from this process that for ß > a, D*(ß) c D*(a) for some v.

Since the family D„+(a) is pairwise nonoverlapping, we have

(7) |D(/»)|« C£ E \c;(ß)\-

whereJ,. = (ju: D'(ß) c A+(«)}-
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Now,

ß1/2 < .at       <
CAß) E^4<^(of-'""/r+ski^-

Recall the normalization A = 1 in property (1) of/. Using this and the fact that the

family {CM(/3)} is pairwise nonoverlapping, we have

(/31/2-i)E \c;(ß)\<(    ,    {T-

For ju, G Jv, D + (ß) c D„+(a), and D^(a) was obtained by subdividing a previous

parabolic rectangle D„+_(a), for which a^ (a) < a. Our method of subdivision

guarantees C~(ß) c C„+_(a) for each /i e /„. Hence,

Finally, we have

(ß^-a^-i)Z\c;(ß)\<c\D;(a)\,

and if we substitute this into (7) we obtain

\D(ß)\ <(C/W2- cV2 -\))\D(a)\,

which was to be proved.

As an immediate corollary we have

Theorem 3. /// satisfies (1) for each parabolic subrectangle C of U = {(x, t):

\x\ ^ 1, |i| < 1}, then there exists A > 0 such that for every such C and corresponding

D+ andD~,

—— (    (f(x,t)- ac)+ dxdt <A,

(8) I*''**

ny\ID- (ac~f(x^))+ dxdt ^ A.

With Theorem 3 established, an almost verbatim repetition of the argument used

to show Theorem 2 can now be used to prove

Theorem 4. Assume f satisfies condition (8) for each parabolic subrectangle C of a

fixed one C0 = {(x, t): \x - x0\ < r, \t - t0\ < r2}. Set Z)0+ = C0 n {(x, t): t > t0 +

{-r2} and D~= C0 C\ {(x, t): t «S t0 - W2}. There exist two positive dimensional

constants B and b such that for every a > 0,

\{(x,t)eD¿:{f(x,t)-acy>a}\<Be-b«/A\D¿\
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and

\{(x,t)ŒD0:{aCu-f(x,t)) + >a}\<Be-ha"\D0-\.

It is now easy to prove Theorem 4 in [M2]. We state it as

Corollary 5. Let u(x, t) be a positive solution to

■¿r(*»0-   t.  ö^Mx,t))-^-(x,t)   in {(x,r): |x| < 2, |r| <l}.
/,y=i      ' J

The matrix (a^(x, t)) is assumed to be real, symmetric, bounded, and uniformly

positive definite, i.e., 3X > 0 such that

'.7 = 1

for each (x, t) G R"+1 and each | G R". Let D + = {(x, r): |jc| < 1, \ < t < 1} and

D~= {(x, t): \x\ < 1, -1 < t < - I}. Then there exist constants 8 > 0 and C > 0,

depending only on X and n, such that

if     u(x,t)S dxdt\\ j    u(x,t)~ dxdt] < C

Proof. As was pointed out in the Introduction, Moser proved that/= log(l/w)

satisfies condition (1) in C0 = {(x, t): \x\ < 1, |/| < 1} with A depending only on X

and n. Hence the parabolic John-Nirenberg theorem stated at the beginning of this

section is valid. In particular, if 8 < b/A then

f    u(x,t)sdxdt= f   e-Sf{xt)dxdt
Joa •/A7

r r°°
<e-s"<../     e*(««„-/<■«■'))   dxdt < Be-S"'»8f     eSae-h/Aada.

In the same way we obtain

[    u(x,t)~Hdxdt He^'of    e«</i*-n-"<-0>' dxdt

< Be°a>»8r ei!i-h/A)a da.
A)

The conclusion is now clear.

We end this note with the remark that Theorem 3 and, hence, also Theorem 4 do

not change if the power \ in condition (1) is replaced by a power p with 0 < p < 1.

The power \ in (3) is replaced by p. The proof of Theorem 2 does not change in any

essential way.
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